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FROM THE EDITOR…
by Raymonde Jetté and Fernand Turgeon

Dear Readers,
We are pleased to present you with the 2011 edition of The Present Moment. The content of this issue will deal
mostly with the 2010 Assembly General that was held in Québec City (Canada) last June. The Assembly’s main
theme was: Consecrated Secularity Experienced in Our Formation, Evangelical Poverty, Service of Authority,
and Obedience.
To help us get into the subject, Father Jacky Stinckens (Canada) gave a conference on secularity. The work of
the delegates on the themes given then continued in workshops for the most part.
Reports of the central administration, districts and regions were also given. The excellent work of the support
staff at the secretariat, and the translations were of immense help to us. The delegates who prepared the spiritual
animation helped us enter into beautiful celebrations. Our Founder Father Louis-Marie Parent was present in
our prayers throughout the Assembly.
We wish the new council members a fruitful mandate.
We now leave you with the Assembly General.

The Present Moment
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FROM THE DIRECTOR GENERAL…

By S. James Dunstan

We are entering the second decade of the third millennium. Everything is in constant evolution: the different
nations and cultures, the multiple aspects of religion, ways of thinking, expression and communication, science,
medicine, etc. Technology has been a determining factor in all these changes as well as in how we relate to the
world. This vast world of ours is at the same time in close proximity to us because of new modes of
communication. This is marvelous indeed!
The Voluntas Deis are called to serve in this world that is constantly changing. The Ninth Assembly General
understood this very well and made the happy choice of studying the theme of consecrated secularity. A number
of different points of view were studied and several proposals came from the discussions. We are called to study
them closely, these next six years. Each member is personally invited to deepen the meaning of consecrated
secularity and how it applies to our Institute, in such a way that we may live this secularity more and more in
this changing world of ours.
In 1998 the Assembly General began work on this subject by reflecting on the theme “Faithful to Our Secular
Mission in the Church, in the Light of Our 40 Years’ Experience... Let us Dare the New Evangelisation as
Voluntas Deis.” Then in 2004, the Assembly’s work was on the theme of “Vocation(s) and Mission(s)”.
Following these two steps, the 2010 Assembly General looked at what is the heart of our Institute: consecrated
secularity. In the midst of a constantly evolving world, it was obvious that the Institute, too, experiences change.
A concrete example of this was manifested at the elections. While the leadership of the Institute had always
been a Canadian reality, it has now taken on an international texture with the election of a Director General who
hails from Sri Lanka, a mission country.
This journal is called The Present Moment, a name that brings us to one of the five elements on which our
spiritual family is founded. This year, the publication describes what happened at the Assembly General;
Among other things you will find testimonials from several delegates, descriptions of the workshops, and a text
on consecrated secularity. You now have the journal, an offering to help you live the year in the present
moment. It is a resource to remind you that the heart of our Institute – consecrated secularity – must be lived in
the present moment and in our always-evolving world.
As a native Sri Lankan, I look at the Church in Québec and see something that many, here, consider in a
negative light but which can also be perceived positively. It is obvious to all that there are fewer and fewer
people going to church, in Québec. The population that attends church is elderly, and many adults have gotten
into the habit of “church shopping.” There is loss of meaning, in Western materialism. Religious communities
are fewer in number and new vocations are rare, like those to the priesthood. All these changes are perhaps due
to the fact that the Church is disconnected from the world because it stays anchored in its traditions. The Church
has not adjusted to the new means of communication and to the evolving world it seeks to evangelise.
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However, if we turn to Christ we can see this same situation in a different light. The last century gave birth to
secular institutes as a response to the Church’s needs. These institutes are composed of single persons, male or
female, or priests. Some institutes – like ours – also have couples. Besides, the Assembly General accepted the
possibility of welcoming spiritually affiliated persons into our family.
God chose the Voluntas Dei Institute for us. Through the Institute, He makes a serious call: that we be witnesses
to those around us, that our life, through consecrated secularity, reflect the light of Jesus to the world. The world
is in flux, and so must our consecrated secularity also be. Voluntas Deis, we are called to serve our local
Church, our national Church and the universal Church in the present moment.
VOLUNTAS DEI PER MARIAM IMMACULATAM.

India
P.M. Savarimuthu and Soosaiammal

Canada
Louis Richard and Mary Cosentino
United States
Ernest Chaplin and Palmina Cobliandro
Haiti
Gérard Lundi and Lalite Lundi
India
James Joseph and Lincy James
Arockia Amal Raj and Mary Gilda
Dominican Republic
Maria Joseph Sylvester Fernando
and Amutha Mary Virgin Sylvester Fernando
Faustine de Jesús Taveras Pichardo
and Maria Edita Garcia Ramirez
Sri Lanka
Amirthanathan Amalanathan and Mary Avvai Amalanathan
Joseph Keerthapongalam and Mary Josephine Keerthapongalam
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FROM THE PEN OF FATHER PARENT…

by Father Louis-Marie Parent, o.m.i.

God put many prayers in the heart of man, for man
to draw from it in recollection, through
concentration.
God placed His Spirit in everyone, on the day of
baptism. It acts as an inexhaustible source: It is up
to each one to help himself whenever the thirst
arises.
Prayer is an exercise of loving union with God, a
journey to His perfection. Prayer is touching God so
that virtue may come from Him and make us
stronger and more determined, as Saint Luke says
(8:43-48)...
To touch God is to pray, it is to draw strength from
God, intensify one’s faith, as well as enjoy peace...
Prayer is touching God and becoming better, it is
liberating oneself from anxious concerns and
worries, it is giving value to the present moment
and living a moment of paradise; it is letting the
peace of Christ invade one’s heart and spirit, in
other words, one’s whole being...
With the head we can find where God is in our life;
with the heart we enter into it and discover part of
His mysteries, and we live a wonderful adventure.

Let us ask for a heart that is flexible as dough, and
Jesus will knead us according to the Father’s desire.
We never approach the Lord without feeling better.
Prayer is the loving knowledge of God that is
anchored in a loving thought that flows from a
warm heart.
We get to know the Lord better through prayer than
through study. Praying is not reasoning, it is love
between God and me that is created, God enters into
me and penetrates me, or else it is I who lose myself
in Him. As soon as we enter into prayer, the mercy
of God acts in us, it purifies and gives momentum,
intensifies faith, fills with love, and opens up onto
affectionate feeling.
If Jesus who was perfect prayed so much, then what
are we waiting for? Shouldn’t we imitate him? “It is
I, be not afraid,” he said. “Come to me, all you who
are weary and heavy-burdened, and I will give you
rest” (Mt. 11:28). Prayer is the rest Jesus is referring
to.
Do you want to learn how to pray? Do not read, turn
into yourself and simply say, “My God,” and just
wait...
– From: Louis-Marie Parent, Je t’accueille. Ste-Foy,
Québec, Éditions Anne Sigier, 1995, 218 pages; pp. 1113.

Ecuador

2010-05-08

Vicente Humberto
Morocho Corrales

Haiti

2010-12-19

Patrix Déséide
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2010 GENERAL ASSEMBLY…
Welcome (An Excerpt)
by François Hamel

You come from different countries and speak different languages, you live according to different cultures and, I
would dare say, you pray in religious contexts that are very different from one another’s.
This week we bring our differences together, we must listen to one another. This listening will become the path
to the Totally Other. Let us let the Holy Spirit work in our hearts. Let us be open to new ideas.
I would hope that everyone here rediscover the ideals and enthusiasm they had when they first came to the
Institute. We must count on our experience and our dreams for the Institute. However, we must above all else
count on our spirituality.

Homily – Opening Mass
by François Hamel - (Extract from the Homily – Opening Mass)

On May 17 of last year Father Parent returned to his Creator. We can
very well apply to him the verse from the first reading: “Morning by
morning he wakens – wakens my ear to listen as those who are taught”
(Isaiah 50:4-5). Truly a model of the obedient servant. In the next two
weeks we shall have to be particularly attentive in listening to the Holy
Spirit. If we listen as disciples, it is through us that he will speak.
Everyone must feel accepted and listened to, in sharing their experience
of life. The theme of our 2010 Assembly General: “Consecrated
Secularity Experienced in Our Formation, Evangelical Poverty, Service
of Authority, and Obedience” will help us discern all the riches of our
Institute, if we can welcome the other in his or her difference – that is,
if we have “a disciple’s listening ear.”
The challenge of the coming days will be to question ourselves on how we follow Christ in our own
commitments to doing the Father’s Will.

6
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2010 GENERAL ASSEMBLY… (CONTINUED)
Consecrated Secularity
by Raymonde Jetté and Fernand Turgeon

The theme of the Assembly general was
Consecrated Secularity Experienced in Our
Formation, Our Evangelical Poverty, our Service of
Authority, and Our Obedience.
The central council and the Preparatory Committee
to the Assembly General submitted three texts to the
delegates, for reflection:
1. The Personal Project of Poverty: Mario Laroche,
D.G. (1990)
2. Message to the Second Latin-American Congress
of Secular Institutes; Cardinal Eduardo Pironio
(July 12, 1979)
3. Message of Pope Benedict XVI to the
Participants of the World Congress of Secular
Institutes (February 3, 2007)
The central council
asked Father Jacky
Stinckens (Canada) to
help
the
delegates
reflect on the theme of
secularity; Fr. Jacky has
given many conferences
on the subject.
By
means
of
a
reflection based mainly
on holy scripture and
the human sciences, Fr.
Jacky developed an enriching
secularisation and secularity.

secularity.” The workshop members also referred to
the Constitutions and to Pope Benedict XVI.
In connection with consecrated secularity, the
workshop took as its basis the charism of the
Institute as formulated in article 2 of our
Constitutions: “To be, in the manner of the Virgin
of the Annunciation, the instrument of Christ
carrying out the will of the Father in the reality of
the present moment, in the midst of the world,
wherever Christ has his rights.”
Already in 1959 Father Parent wrote: “We shall go
wherever Christ has his rights... We can go
anywhere as long as Christ sends us, as long as we
go to bring a presence, as long as we are a witness,
as long as we are consecrated persons and that this
consecration we have is not endangered” (LouisMarie Parent, March 1959; Cf. Quoted in our
Constitutions, p. 34, par. 2).
The following from Pope Benedict XVI was also
cited: “In fact, what makes of your being involved
in the events of the world a theological locus is the
mystery of the Incarnation (“God so loved the world
that he gave his only Son” – John 3:16). The work
of salvation was carried out not in opposition to but
in and through human history.”

to

In the light of these texts, it was moved and carried
to clarify the notions of secularisation, secularity,
and “Voluntas Dei secularity.”

His presentation enlightened the workshop
members studying the theme of “consecrated

“Secularisation is an interactive process whereby
the world and the human being develop their

approach
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potential according to God’s plan” (J. Stinckens,
paper given to the Assembly). See also Romas 8:2226.
This way of understanding secularisation gives rise
to new attitudes:
• Receiving and not only giving
• Adopting positive attitudes:

one lives out one’s personal and collective
becoming on a daily basis.” “In fact, what makes of
your being involved in the events of the world a
theological locus is the mystery of the Incarnation”
(Benedict XVI, WCSI, Feb. 3, 2007).

1. God saw that “it was good” (Genesis 1)
2. God so loved the world that he gave his only
Son (John 3:16.)
3. The work of salvation was carried out not in
opposition to but in and through human
history (Benedict XVI, WCSI, Feb. 3, 2007).

The Assembly delegates also noted the following
text regarding the Voluntas Dei secularity: “The
Voluntas Dei secularity is the means adopted by
married couples, single people, and the ordained
who desire a lifestyle under the three vows or
commitments, to follow Jesus Christin daily life and
one’s milieu, thus allowing them to discover their
“becoming” as children of God according to God’s
plan, through the practice of the 5-5-5.”

The Assembly also noted that “Secularity is the
place, the context, culture, language, etc. In which

The Assembly General’s follow-up committee will
study these proposals.

Voluntas Dei Institute:
Voluntas Dei Institute in the United States :
Voluntas Dei Institute in Sri Lanka

www.voluntasdeiusa.org
www.voluntasdeisrilanka.org

The Oblate Missionaries of Mary Immaculate
and the Volunteers of God:

www.ommi-is.org

The Oblates of Mary Immaculate:

www.oblats.qc.ca

The Missionary Recluses:
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www.voluntasdei.org

www.reclusesmiss.org

Canadian Conference of Secular Institutes:

www.ccis-ccis.ca

The World Conference of Secular Institutes:

www.cmis-int.org
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2010 GENERAL ASSEMBLY… (CONTINUED)
Assembly General Workshops
by Raymonde Jetté and Fernand Turgeon

Here are some elements from the Assembly General workshops…

Workshop 1
Secularity: This workshop studied the question of secularity in
general, and especially as it refers to the Voluntas Dei Institute.
Financial Affairs: One of the proposals was the forming of a
committee for economic affairs. This committee was formed at the
central council meeting (September 1 and 2, 2010).

Workshop 2
Formation and Spirituality: The workshop recommended
that the formation guides be used more generally for a better
assimilation by the members. A strategic plan for training
and follow-up is to be prepared.

Workshop 3
Vows and Commitments: The workshop recommends that the
formation guides, especially the probationers’ guide and the guide
of marital spirituality be used more generally. The workshop also
recommends that every district and region have animation and
reflection resources based on the Institute’s formation guides. The
workshop further recommends that a programme of “ongoing
formation” be established.
Evangelical Poverty: Here are key elements of formation relevant
to the vow or commitment to evangelical poverty.
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•

Urge the members to put on paper and to practice a personal project of poverty (Const. Art 54).

•

Live evangelical poverty as a gift of self to others, a gift that is reflected in detachment, solidarity, and
fraternity.

•

Develop an attitude of availability to the will of God.

•

That the personal living out of poverty be experienced through contributing to the financial charge of the
Institute, by being in solidarity with the other members of the Institute, especially the poorer ones.

Workshop 4
Obedience and the Service of Authority: It was proposed
that the Institute clarify the meaning of authority in the
Institute so that the respective competencies of the different
councils and authorities at different levels of our Institute
be clearly defined (Cf. Document preparatory to the AG).
A flow chart is to be made. Besides this there shall be role
descriptions of those in authority, and of the process of
communication regarding the service of authority within
the Institute. This information will eventually appear on our
website.

Workshop 5
Policy for Accepting a Member of the Institute Coming from Another Country: The member shall follow
the procedure described in Regulation 16. A revised policy was made regarding these members and the
authorities concerned.

New foundations of the Institute: A new policy on
new foundations is to be developed.
Lay Missionaries: Certain conditions shall be
determined for lay missionaries to bring their financial
support to the Voluntas Dei members who are already
present in their mission field.
Help Fund: The revised text on the “Management Help Fund Management Policy” was accepted by the
Assembly General delegates. This policy can be found on our website.
Persons Spiritually Affiliated to the Institute (Regulation 17): A district or region may freely accept or
refuse persons who wish to live a spiritual affiliation with the Institute. A “person spiritually affiliated to the
Institute” is not a member of the Institute either canonically or from a civilly. The persons “affiliated
spiritually” may be invited to meetings (team, sector, region, district) but not as a voting member.

10
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Director General

James S. Dunstan

Assistant Director
General

Secretary General

Jean-Paul Chiasson

Pierre Marois

Andrew Sioleti

Andrés Solano Sosa

Manuel Cornejo

Raymonde Jetté
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Innasi Mudiyappan

Fernand Turgeon
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DELEGATES TO THE 2010 ASSEMBLY GENERAL…

Ramón A.
Araujo Tejada
Dom. Rep.

Jean-Guy Brillon
Canada

Berroa Ramón
De la Cruz
Dom. Rep.

Ramón Aridio
Cueto Mejia
Dom. Rep.

Julian Gonzalez
United States
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Léo Grégoire
Canada

Jean-Paul Chiasson
Canada

Manuel Cornejo G.
Chile

André Côté
Canada

Philippe Désiré
Haiti

James S. Dunstan
Sri Lanka

Napoleon Gomez
India

François Hamel
Canada

Raymonde
Jetté
Canada

Gregory
Kremer
United States
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DELEGATES TO THE 2010 ASSEMBLY GENERAL … (CONTINUED)

Marc-André
Lafrenière
Canada

Michel Laroche
Canada

Innasi
Mudiyappan
India

Bernard Némorin
Haiti

Joseph Sengol
India

Andrew Sioleti
United States

S. Anton
Mariathas
Sri Lanka

Johny
Puthenveetil
India

Alfredo Sioletic
Italia

Pierre Marois
Canada

Andrew P. Mayer
Canada

Dionicio Reyes
Dom. Rep.

Anthony
Sahayanathan
Sri Lanka

Andrés
Solano Sosa
Dom. Rep.

Fernand
Turgeon
Canada
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OFFICERS AND SUPPORT PERSONAL

Mario Laroche
President

Rose Mathieu
Interpreter
(Spanish)

Innasi Mudiyappan
Scrutineers
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Pierre Hubert
Secretary and
Election Chairman

Monique Piché
Interpreter
(English)

Johny Puthenveetil
Scrutineers

Rénald Tremblay
Assistant Secretary

Anne Penelle
Computer person

Andrew Sioleti
In charge of Liturgy

Jacky Stinckens
Opening conference

Cécile Davidson
Errand person

Gregory Kremer
Support material
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Julián González
Support material

2010 GENERAL ASSEMBLY… (CONTINUED)

Assembly General Closing Mass Homily
by S. James Dunstan

My dear brothers and sisters of the Assembly General,
I am here before you today towards the end of our Assembly General as the newly elected Director General. We
have on the whole come to know each other, had beautiful exchange of ideas and taken decisions on the theme
of Secularity Consecration. God has chosen me to lead the Institute for the next six years. It is because of the
will of God, the help of our Blessed mother and the intercession of Fr. Parent that I am here a non Canadian
after 52 years of foundation. I thank you all for having trust in me and for having elected me. I am an unworthy
servant. I need your prayers and supports to take up this challenging mission towards the development of the
Institute in the spirit of our founder.
I have only one thought coming to my mind right now to share and that is our
spiritual attitudes, the second 5. The spiritual attitudes are the essential
elements for all of us to live our apostolic objective – “to create peace and
fellowship in Jesus Christ”. Did we feel the presence of God during the
Assembly? As we have met each other as members of the Institute during the
Assembly, did we see the presence of God in our fellow members? If we are
in the presence of God, we will never do two things and they are the second
and the third points – we will not criticize and we will not complain. That is
to say we will look positively at people and events. Above all the presence of
God allows us to do two things and they are the final two of our spiritual
attitudes: being of service and being of peacemakers. We are always available
to any service that God is expecting us to do in our daily life as we live our
ordinary life. We will also be the bridges of love in creating a peaceful
atmosphere wherever are.
As we are going back to our districts and regions taking all what we have experienced during the Assembly, I
invite you all to live the spiritual attitudes in your own life and share this life with our members in our own
districts and regions. Let us together try to build up the objective of our Institute with mutual sharing with
positiveness in the present moment.
Let us now pray together the prayer that Fr. Parent gave us on the basis of the spiritual attitudes and offer
ourselves to God with Jesus in the Eucharist to create an atmosphere of peace and fellowship as Voluntas Deis
wherever we live. Amen.
The Present Moment • Volume 12 • January 2010
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Lord Jesus,
give me the grace to think of you
every hour, just for today.
Lord Jesus,
empty my heart of all sadness,
hate and spite, just for today
so that I may love without criticizing,
and serve without complaining.
Lord Jesus,
help me to follow your footsteps
just for today,
so that following your example and Mary’s,
I may be, every day of my life,
an element of peace. Amen.

Canada
Alphonsine Goulet –
Spouse of Lorenzo Lamontagne, stability
Joachim Boutet – Widowed, professed member
India
Fr. Stephen Gnanaprakasam – Professed member
Dominican Republic
Adriano Alcantara – Widowed, stability
María Madelena Luna Peña –
Spouse of Rafael Dario Fawcett Castillo,
Committed member

16
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2010 GENERAL ASSEMBLY… (CONTINUED)

Closing Mass Prayer of the Faithful
President: The Lord looks with compassion on all those who suffer. Let us pray that He give us the words and
gestures that bring comfort to the afflicted.

For our newly-elected Director General, Assistant General, and Council Members: that
they be guided by the Holy Spirit in leading the Institute in the charism of Father Parent,
in the footsteps of Jesus, We pray to the Lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.
That our Institute continue to be guided by the spirit of Father Parent, our Founder, that
we may more closely follow Christ. We pray to the Lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.

For all who are concerned about their daily tasks, that they not be overwhelmed by them and always discover
the presence of Jesus at the heart of their lives. We pray to the Lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.
For all those whose experience of love has failed, especially all those who call on our service, that like Jesus we
be kindness and welcome to them. We pray to the lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.
For our brothers and sisters in the Institute who are sick, that the Lord give them peace, patience and health. We
pray to the Lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.
For the Institute, that it grow each day in the love of God and be a loving
presence in the world. We pray to the Lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.
For all the faithful departed, especially the members of our Voluntas Dei Secular
Institute, that the Lord grant them eternal rest. We pray to the Lord.
– Lord, hear our prayer.

The Present Moment • Volume 12 • January 2010
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2010 GENERAL ASSEMBLY… (CONTINUED)

Comments of the Delegates
By Father Andrés Solano Sosa
Dominican Republic
The Ninth Assembly General of the Voluntas Dei Institute was held at the Ursuline
Centre of Spirituality in Loretteville (Québec City), Québec, Canada, from June 6 to
18, 2010.
Father François Hamel, Director General, convened 30 delegates of the districts and
regions of the Institute, to meet during those two weeks to determine the directions to
guide the new Director General and his council in leading the Institute for the
following six years.
When we arrived at the Centre on the afternoon of June 6, we were greeted by the
welcoming committee, given the assembly material, and helped us get acquainted
with the surroundings. Informal get-togethers with the delegates began immediately. We immediately formed a
large family, happy to be together again. Communication was not hampered, despite the language barrier. Every
delegate had an identification tag that helped break the ice: name, country, and flag.
The work dynamic in the workshops and general assemblies allowed for different possibilities: meetings,
negotiations, translations, general assemblies, discussions.
The workshops helped us get to know one another. We could speak in our own tongues without the need for
translation. The major part of the assembly work took place in the workshops. The general assemblies showed
forth unity in diversity: ideas were faced head on, there was a meeting of cultures, with problems of translations
and of shades of meaning.
There were discussions on secularity, formation, spirituality, the vows and commitment, the mission, and
administration. All of these were discussed in the light of Father Jacky Stinckens’ magisterial conference titled
“What Secularity?”
The elections of the new director general and his council help our attention. “Who will be elected?” While
awaiting results, all hoped that “God’s will be done.”
We also lived together times of sharing and relaxation. Some of the delegates introduced us to some elements of
their own culture and cuisine. Gifts and souvenirs were exchanged between the people and the delegations.
There were many photo opportunities. Besides, the delegates had access to computers and the internet.

18
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The eucharistic celebrations and shared prayer, the excellent food, the work of the Assembly president and of
the support personnel made these two weeks a real family gathering during which we could strengthen the
bonds of peace and fellowship in Jesus Christ, and strengthen the bonds that unite us.
At the beginning of the Assembly, we wondered: What will we do with all the material given to us? Where will
this work take us? The answer is clear: To the quest and pursuit of the Will of God.

An experience of universality and communion at the 2010 Assembly General
by Gregory Kremer, consecrated layman, delegate, United States

For me, the 2010 Assembly General was a wonderful experience of the universality
of the Institute. Developing personal relationships with members of the Institute
from many countries enriched my sense of what it means to be Voluntas Dei and my
appreciation for the varieties of secularity within which we live our consecration.
We speak of the team as the ordinary place for each of us to listen to the Word of
God and to discern the signs of the times. In this Assembly General we acted as a
team, praying together, sharing stories and meals, socializing, and discerning the will of God for the Institute.
Our differences in language, perspective, experience, items of concern, and communication style were in the
end a benefit, pushing us beyond our individuality into communion, into a shared vision for how in this present
moment the Institute can support its members in our goal to “create peace and fellowship in Jesus Christ.”
Although it was a small personal sacrifice for me to be present at the Assembly due to the end of the university
term and my mother’s health concerns, I was greatly touched by the compassion and caring shown by so many
in the Assembly for my mother and I gained much more from the experience than I sacrificed. I felt the
presence of God in that transcendent space of communion in the Spirit that was created by our gathering
together in Christ’s name.
I experienced the beauty of Canada and the beauty of the many churches and the old city of Quebec. I gained
new friends and a glimpse into how the Institute is governed.
Years ago when I was discerning my vocation, I heard a clear message: “All may be loved into the Kingdom, so
go and love all”. Reflection on that simple message led me to Voluntas Dei as a vocation where it is possible to
“love all.”
And although there were many difficult and complex issues that needed to be addressed during the Assembly, I
left with a greater appreciation than ever for Fr. Parent’s simple spirituality as a path to experience the presence
of God and to become the will of God.
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By Father Anton Mariathas Sebastiampillai
Sri Lanka
Voluntas Dei per Mariam Immaculatam,
having the spirit in mind,
I started the journey with
Fr. Sahayanathan to
Canada to participate in
the 2010 Assembly
General of the Voluntas
Dei Institute, in Quebec.
All these years Canada
had been a land of dream
for me because, I never
thought that I would be
in Canada for any reason to participate in the
Assembly General.
First of all I thank the Lord for this beautiful
opportunity that He gave me to be with many
members from different countries. Secondly I also
thank the Central Administration and especially Fr.
François Hamel and Fr. Dunstan.

island which is in the Indian Ocean off the southeast
tip of India, a country of 21 million People.
When the members were given the responsibilities
to work as different teams on a variety of topics,
they shared their cooperative information with one
another. I was enlightened by the team and its
sharing when the members shared their views and
new information for the future development of the
mission of the Institute.
It gave me more and more knowledge about the
history and the mission of the Institute as well as the
needs of the Church in today’s world. I realize that
meeting people and dealing with people are two
different things. The former is always easy, but not
the latter. I also observed and learnt that there were
hot arguments, expressions, views here and there
when members shared their personal opinions.
These are not totally negative challenges but
positive growth for the future mission of the Church
and of the Institute.

It was a happy experience to meet Fr. Florentine
Rajaratnam, the pioneer member who started the
Institute in Sri Lanka. It was also a joy to meet Fr.
Patrick at his parish. They live in the Toronto area.

I learnt a beautiful thing: that the team members of
the Assembly respected the uniqueness of each
person when they expressed their views. The
commitment and the contribution of the members to
the Assembly General were excellent. They all
shared with one another as one family.

Gathering members from different countries in one
place gave me a wonderful experience in Quebec. I
met members individually and shared about the
situation, especially the political condition of my

May the Good Lord bless us all and give us grace
and strength to create unity and peace among the
members of the Voluntas Dei Institute through the
intercession of our Mother Mary.

Emilio Rosolen – United States
Christy Selvarajah – Sri Lanka
Serge Laroche - Canada
François Hamel - Canada
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By Father Innasi Mudiyappan,
India
What a beautiful gathering: Canada, the United States, the Dominican Republic, Haiti,
Chile, Italy, India and Sri Lanka became one in the Voluntas Dei 5-5-5.
What a blessing for me from God through Fr Parent, to meet all our delegates from
different parts of the world. The 2010 Assembly General was filled with togetherness,
unity and brotherhood.
The 2010 Assembly General was well organized, with excellent participation, and highly
sensitive towards the respect of human rights. In short, we all are different in colour,
language, culture, and mind, but we all are one in heart in the 5-5-5.
I bring back this experience to my country, to share with our members of India.
Thanks to Fr Parent.

A First Experience as a Delegate to the Assembly General
by Jean-Guy Brillon, Associate Member
Canada
The Assembly general was held in Québec from Sunday, June 6 to Friday,
June 10, 2010, with 30 delegates attending from eight countries: Canada,
Chile, Dominican Republic, Haiti, India, Italy, Sri Lanka, and the United
States.
The consensus method was used for the first time at an assembly general.
Five working groups were formed to study the issues of consecrated
secularity, formation and spirituality, vows and commitments, the service
of authority and obedience, as well as other fields of activity. Forty-four
proposals came from the Assembly General.
As with other assemblies general, this one elected a new central council to a six-year term. The new director
general will be supported by eight (8) councillors, two of whom are new to the post. The assistant director
general and five councillors were re-elected to a second term.
Personally, I welcome with much hope the signs of openness in our Institute, as a consequence of this Assembly
General:
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•

A new Director General, forty years old, who hails from a country other than Canada (Fr. James S. Dunstan,
from Sri Lanka),

•

The possibility of having “persons spiritually affiliated” to the Institute’s,

•

A return to our acceptance of lay missionaries,

•

The possibility for general councillors from Haiti and/or the Dominican Republic to attend all the central
council meetings, inasmuch as the assembly general has decided that these two countries are at a reasonable
distance from the central house.

The work atmosphere was truly fraternal and the workshops were enriching, as well as the fellowship outside
the workshops, at meals and at the three social activities organised around a particular theme. The spirit of
Father Parent was certainly not foreign to this wonderful atmosphere!
A thank you to all the participants for their fruitful exchanges, interesting conversations, and marks of
friendship, despite the work load. A special thank you to my workshop team.
I am grateful to those who have shown their confidence in me, to be a delegate to the 2010 Assembly General. I
have a wish for the 2016 Assembly General: the presence of more couples or women, as delegates!

By Father Bernard Némorin
Haiti
I suppose that all assemblies general have been special times in the lives of
those attending, and this ninth assembly is no exception. I take this
opportunity to express my gratitude to the members of the Haiti District for
having chosen me for their delegate.
Talking about special times, what first strikes me is the “multiculturality” and vitality of the “Voluntas family.”
Whether from Sri Lanka, India, the Americas or elsewhere, it is the same refrain of the spirituality of the 5-5-5,
the same charism of an “incarnated spirituality,” and of a common highly missionary and humanistic objective,
“Building peace and brotherhood in Jesus Christ.”
Another highlight for me was our deepening of the theme on “consecrated secularity.” As a matter of fact, the
holistic approach to the inseparable link of profane/sacred, material/spiritual, looked at from the vantage point
of the Bible and revisited by our confrere Jacky Stinckens, is a powerful catalyst for living the mission. In my
Haitian secularity, for example, I was given a new incentive to continue with my ministry after the 7.3
earthquake we experienced January 12, 2010.
We went from high point to high point, because the election of the director general every six years according to
the Constitutions, gives the assembly general a certain rhythm. The top of a curve has been reached, in the
journey of our Institute. After 52 years of life (1958-2010), one year after the death of our beloved Founder, a
non-Canadian was elected with the new central council to preside over the development of the Institute. Here as
elsewhere, the Holy Spirit is at work.
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Some will certainly say that the spirit of Father Louis-Marie Parent strongly invigorates his sons, or that his
intercession brings us enlightenment and new vigour. Whatever it is, 85% of our members come from other
countries than Canada, and 70% of our priests are non-Canadian; how can we grow, if we do not adapt (Acts
14)?
Finally, the members of this assembly general, coming from 8 countries, shall long remember these two weeks
spent together in a common search for the “will of God” today, as they worked together at marking a new trail
for a secular future corresponding to the Father’s salvific plan, in a total commitment for a happy, prosperous
secularity that is fair to all, especially the most deprived, “wherever Christ has his rights.”
Before ending I must mention the richness of the “consensus method.” I am pleased, also, to give thanks to the
Lord for the outgoing central council and for the members of this Ninth Assembly, and for its support staff: the
secretaries, translators, and the members of the Institute who kept us in their prayers. Thank you also to the
Canadian Ursuline Sisters.
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Juridic Status
Father François Hamel, Director General of the Voluntas Dei Institute.
Whereas in the last few years, the process aimed at finding a new juridic status that is
better suited to the Chile Region;
Whereas the number of members in Chile has grown, thanks to a good promotion of
vocations;
Whereas the sectors and teams in Chile have shown much vitality;
Whereas there is hope for further growth;
Whereas the Chile Region, by reaching back to its roots, expects renewed vigour energy
in its spiritual life and for living the charism of the Institute;
Whereas the present council is capable of self-management and presents moral
guarantees for the future;
After consultation with the members of the central council of the Voluntas Dei Secular
Institute at a meeting October 30-31, 2009 (Resolution CC 09-111),
Do hereby decree
THE CANONICAL ERECTION
Effective March 25, 2010, of the
CHILE DISTRICT-in-FORMATION
with all the rights and privileges provided in the Constitutions (art. 201-204) of the
Voluntas Dei Secular Institute.
Given at Trois-Rivières, Qc, Canada
December 1st, 2009
François Hamel, I.V.Dei
Director General

Canada
André Brillon and Chantal Groulx
Alain Dagenais and Odette Burelle
Gabriel Lévesque
Léonard Morasse and Solange Gingras
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United States
James S. Musumeci
Timothy M. Sullivan

